
Ed Mitchell 
 

Neither I, nor any crew I was on (I was on three Apollo crews), received 

any briefing before or after flights on UFO events, saw anything in space 

suggesting UFOs or structures on the moon, etc. We did it just like we said 

in official reports. My only claim to knowledge of these events is from the 

individuals, mostly of yesteryear, who were in government, intelligence, or 

military; were there, saw what they saw, and now believe it should be 

made public. But I claim no first hand knowledge, nor have any. Pass it on 

to the rest of the net, if you will. 

--Edgar Mitchell 
 

 

Mitchell; No inside NASA UFO coverup or secrecy 

http://www.enterprisemission.com/dtran4.html 

   EM: Well, you're stretching it way out of context. Let's say that at the time 

that was done it was undoubtedly considered a prudent policy to write such a 

thing into effect. In practice, what has happened, however, is that I know of 

no administrators since that time who have really considered extraterrestrial 

intelligence, or anyone at NASA at that level of operation that gave it 

practical consideration of something that needed to be done. As far as 

operation as crews, people on the job doing it, it had utterly no effect on us 

whatsoever. And I have signed nothing suggests that I am aware of that, or 

that I am required to be circumspect in what I say. It simply doesn't exist.  
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     Apollo-14 Astronaut Searches for the Truth 

     By Billy Cox, FLORIDA TODAY staff 

     With the 25th anniversary of Apollo-14 coming up, the sixth man to walk on the moon hopes 

to swing the spotlight onto a more contemporary agenda -- pressing for the declassification of 

government records on unidentified flying objects. <snip> 

     Mitchell, Mercury astronaut Gordon Cooper, and some 20,000 Americans have signed the 

Roswell Declaration, a grass-roots petition calling for an executive order to release UFO 

documents to the public. Mitchell, however, stresses he has no first-hand knowledge of the 

existence of recovered ET artifacts. And during his Apollo-era training, the subject of UFOs 

never arose. 

     "NASA at that time was so sure there were no such things, there was no discussion of it," he 

says. "I would say, however, that if there was knowledge of ET contact existing within the 

government, and we were sent into space blind and dumb to such information, I think it is a case 

of criminal culpability." 

     "To send us up there? Into a what-if scenario? If the evidence is real, and we were led to 

believe no such thing was possible? To me, that's criminal." 
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